
At this time of year when your 
thoughts turn to family, friends, good 
food and staying warm the Bureau of 
Land Management (BLM) will again 
put removal operations into full 
swing. 

More than 3,300 wild horses will be 
removed from your public land 
between now and the end of February. 
The BLM has said that the schedule 
can change and more operations may 
be added.

In Wyoming this November the BLM 
plans to begin the use of Spayvac 
(while it is still in an experimental 
phase) in North Lander.

Wassuk, Owyhee and Diamond will 
occur in Nevada.

Operations are scheduled in Utah and 
New Mexico.

We will make every attempt to be at 
as many days of operation as possible 
to be your eyes. But we need your 
help to get there.

continued on page 2

Wild Horse Education had 
been assisting reporter Dave 
Philips with his research into 
the question of BLM sale 
authority horses going to 
slaughter. 

Laura Leigh, founder of WHE, 
spent considerable time with 

journalist Philips at the Stone 
Cabin roundup this last winter. 
Philips is not a “wild horse 
advocate,” but a journalist 
interested in the “bigger picture 
story.” He became intrigued 
and Leigh and Philips kept in 
touch. The following is the first 
section of Philips piece 
published in “Propublica.

BLM and the slaughter connection

JACKSON MOUNTAIN- WHE tried prior to 
the start of operations to gain some sanity 
regarding a roundup during peak foaling season. 
Discussion ended, we took them to Court and 
won a TRO to hold them accountable to policy.

DROUGHT!  This year we had a drought in 
our western states. WHE did site specific data 
collection and was ready to fight the Nevada 
Department of Ag’s request to the Secretary to 
remove all horses in NV to low AML.

ADOPTIONS- WHE assisted with a trap site 
adoption cooperatively with BLM and more are 
in the works. WHE has helped individuals with 
the adoption program, selective placement and 
hurdles in obtaining title.
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Winter is coming... 
   (a letter from Laura Leigh)

story on page 3

Read these 
stories on our website!

http://wildhorseeducation.org/legal-action/jackson-mountain/
Laura Leigh


Laura Leigh


Laura Leigh
See article on birth control on website!

Laura Leigh
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We will not stand for this type 
of conduct!

ABOUT US

Name:                           
Wild Horse Education

Website: http://
wildhorseeducation.org

Location: Open Range

Email: 
wildhorseeducation@gmail.com 

Accomplishments: 
Include ground breaking 
litigation in areas of press 
freedoms, humane care and 
policy. Documentation 
gained the first Temporary 
Restraining Order (TRO) 
and Injunction to conduct in 
the history of the WFRH&B 

Act.
(FROM PAGE 1) 

Over the course of the last two years 
undertaking litigation against practices by the 
BLM, we have solidified our standing in Federal 
court to address issues for our wild horses. 

ONE OF THE MISSIONS OF WILD HORSE 
EDUCATION IS GAINING A HUMANE 
HANDLING STANDARD. IN ORDER TO 
CONTINUE TO DOCUMENT TOWARD 
CREATING ACCOUNTABILITY (THROUGH 
COURTS AND MEETINGS) WE NEED TO BE 
THERE.
At the Antelope 2012 roundup we witnessed 
pilot conduct similar to what we saw at Triple B 
that gained a TRO and Injunction. You can see 
the video at this link: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=71tFVnOfMyU

We hope you continue with is as we fight for a 
humane handling standard.

                             Best,  Laura 

Accomplishments
some of the work your donations have 

funded in 2012
Roundup documentation 2012: Calico, Jackson Mountain, Antelope!
Litigation at Jackson Mountain that won a TRO to keep BLM accountable to policy on foaling season!
Continued litigation on the Humane case (Triple B) that won a further Injunction to pilot conduct this past June !
Drought monitoring, and documentation that was used this summer to protect horses from unnecessary removals!
Investigations into inaccurate boundary lines, population counts and the slaughter connection!

Litigation to further access to our horses

http://wildhorseeducation.org
Laura Leigh


Laura Leigh
Read about the drought issues on our website!

Laura Leigh
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All the Missing Horses: What 
Happened to the Wild Horses 
Tom Davis bought from the 
Gov’t?

The agency protects and manages 
herds of wild horses that still roam 
the American West, rounding up 
thousands of them each year to 
keep populations stable.

But by March, government pens 
and pastures were nearly full. 
Efforts to find new storage space 
had fallen flat. So had most 
attempts to persuade members of 
the public to adopt horses. Without 
a way to relieve the pressure, the 
agency faced a gridlock that would 
invite lawsuits and potentially cause 
long-term damage to the range.

So the BLM did something it has 
done increasingly over the last few 
years. It turned to a little-known 
Colorado livestock hauler named 
Tom Davis who was willing to buy 
hundreds of horses at a time, sight 
unseen, for $10 a head.

The BLM has sold Davis at least 
1,700 wild horses and burros since 
2009, agency records show – 70 
percent of the animals purchased 
through its sale program.

Like all buyers, Davis signs contracts 
promising that animals bought from 
the program will not be slaughtered 

and insists he finds them good 
homes.

“Hell, some of the finest meat you 
will ever eat is a fat yearling colt,” 
he said. “What is wrong with 
taking all those BLM horses they 
got all fat and shiny and setting 
up a kill plant?”

READ the story on ProPublica here: 
http://www.propublica.org/article/
missing-what-happened-to-wild-
horses-tom-davis-bought-from-
the-govt

POLL RESULTS 
WHAT DO YOU WANT 
FROM US?

We did an “unscientific” survey on 
Facebook and asked people what they 
wanted our organization to focus on. 
The survey results actually closely 
reflect how how we have operated 
since our inception. 

We look forward to continuing to try 
to represent your voice for our wild 
horses and burros!

Roundup documentation                                         27%
Litigation on issues             !                                     19%
Humane care priority                                               25%
Field data and monitoring                                       11%
Investigations and Exposure!                                   10%
Document prep for NAS and other venues              8%
Adoption Assistance                                      !   6%
Educational material on public land management   4% 

DAVE PHILIPPS

Philipps was intrigued by BLM’s off-limits 
policy of long term holding and certain 
other facilities. The fact that an individual 
can not adopt an animal from these 
facilities but a broker could buy a load 
sight unseen for $10. a head was a story 
he could not let pass by.

Dave Philipps came to the Stone Cabin 
Roundup in the biter cold of winter in 
Tonopah, NV. He had many questions 
and followed them through.
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The History of the 
    “Humane Care case”

IMAGES THAT HAVE SHOCKED THE PUBLIC ABOUT HOW OUR WILD HORSES AND BURROS HAVE SURFACED 
TIME AND AGAIN IN THE HISTORY OF THE WILD HORSE AND BURRO PROGRAM. SO WHY ARE THINGS 
DIFFERENT NOW?
“I have tried to explain to people that it is not just the photo’s and videos,” said Laura Leigh of Wild Horse Education 
“It is that this time those images made a courtroom of a Federal Judger that truly paid close attention to our 
documentation and the excuses made for such conduct. I am not the first one to capture an animal being hit by a 
helicopter, but this is the first time BLM had to answer to someone that has the power to enjoin the agency.”

At the Antelope Complex roundup the conduct that was documented included images that included inappropriate 
pilot conduct, lathered animals, overcrowding of alleys, etc. The BLM would not address the conduct. The local Sheriff 
was contacted. As the infractions occurred on Federal land, under the authority of the Federal government, the local 
authority passed the “investigation” over to the Federal government that turned it back to the BLM to investigate.

Ms. Leigh and others were interviewed by BLM. BLM had Ms. Leigh’s photos but wanted her raw files. She refused to 
turn over the chip as the images were readily available and she felt the questions were leading to a justification 
process not a solution to repetitive conduct. 

The BLM in house investigation cleared the personnel and contractor of any inappropriate conduct.

Several groups continued to pressure the Sheriff. The Sheriff said it was not his jurisdiction.

Documentation was taken to the Wild Horse and Burro Advisory Board and sent to Congress. Nothing happened.

At the very next operation in the same district, same personnel, same contractor the same conduct was repeated. 
This roundup took place at the Triple B Complex. Ms. Leigh took her documentation that included a helicopter 
apparently hitting a horse with it’s skids into Federal District Court in Reno.

There the Honorable Judge Howard McKibben granted Ms. Leigh a TRO to pilot conduct and referenced the agencies 
justification a “blame the horse affront.” The Judge said he did not appreciate the agency simply denying what he 
could see with his own eyes. The agency then created the “Triple B Review Team” that created a report that actually 
admitted to the conduct alleged in the suit and created a series of recommendations.

No policy for humane handling has come forward from the agency.

Leigh’s case moves forward and gained an Injunction to the conduct cited in the TRO.

Identical conduct was documented this month at Antelope, again. The case moves forward.



Moving forward to protect our 
American Treasures

MOVING FORWARD AS AN ORGANIZATION....
Over the course of the last year and a half we have more clearly defined our identity. 
After filing as a non-profit in the state of Nevada we began to develop and define our 
mission. The issues surrounding wild horses and burros are many. We had contemplated 
becoming a 501(c)4 in order to become a lobby force for legislation. However we have 
chosen to file a 501(c)3 as in practice we clearly demonstrate our original mission. Our 
course is clear. Documentation toward educating the public, media, officials and even the 
courts if necessary, is our primary goal. Knowledge is a powerful tool. In the short time 
that we have been an organization we have shown it is possible to use that tool for 
change.

WITHOUT YOUR HELP NONE OF THIS IS POSSIBLE
Without your support this work is impossible. We are a small organization but we try 
very hard. Think of us as “working for you,” to be witness and voice for our wild horses. 
Please look at our accomplishment page on our website. Let our actions speak as a 
testament to our commitment to action, not words.



To:

WILD HORSE 
EDUCATION

• • •

SHOP WILD HORSE EDUCATION 

ON CAFEPRESS!

http://www.cafepress.com/
WildHorseEducation

Our new store has opened in time 
for holiday shopping. Our 2013 
Calendar is called “The Escape.”
Each horse featured in the 
calendar either evaded capture or 
escaped the trap. The fight for 
freedom is both inspiring and 
tragic. Freedom fought for and 
won but at what cost?                                      

Help us to help 
our wild horses
 and burros!

1. !Visit our website to stay 
up to date on Alerts and 
investigations!

2. ! Use the ACTION Alerts 
and share them with your 
friends

3. Talk to friends and 
family. Many people don’t 
even know we still have wild 
horses!

4 . Donate i f you can. 
Without you we ca n ’ t 
continue our work
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